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BUILDING OUR OWN
BRAND STORY
One of the reasons I love doing brand research is that I relate personally to
it; I've been on the journey of brand building myself as a business owner.
Before I even launched Research Narrative, I thought about the brand I
wanted to build. That starts with the name of the company, which quite
intentionally conveys the idea that research and story must coexist. Market
research is inherently about finding and communicating the story in the
data, and what that means to businesses. And you might also notice that
our logo reinforces this duality - if you're a storyteller, you might see a story
arc in our logo. If you're a statistician, you might see distribution curves.
That's not an accident.
But building a brand is more than a name and a logo, it's understanding
what you stand for and how that permeates everything you do.
Understanding that is an exercise we went through in building our own
brand. In fact, we actually did research on ourselves! During our last brand
refresh, we talked to our clients, our staff, and our vendors - and we asked
them: What's unique about Research Narrative? Why do you like working
with us? When you could work with or for someone else, why do you
choose us?
What we heard wasn't the concept of storytelling, it was the principles
behind that. Our research on ourselves surfaced that we're creative - an
attribute you might not expect from a team of research methodologists. We
heard that we're resourceful and clever when it comes to problem solving;
clients value that we can think outside the box to help them address new
challenges and innovations. Colleagues shared that we're fun to work with
and good company, traits people value in working relationships. And
perhaps my own favorite piece of feedback that we received, we're "fiercely
ethical," a value that inspires trust and that I hold close to my heart in an era
where data privacy and corporate trust are often called into question.
These pillars inform everything that we do, from how we message our
differentiators to how we design deliverables (and what deliverables we
offer!) to how we interact with clients and partners. We look forward to
bringing that same strategic thinking to you, too.
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WHY FIT IN, WHEN YOU
COULD STAND OUT?
Just do it. Think different. I'm lovin' it.
You can probably name the brands
associated with those taglines. And it's not
just because of a well made sneaker, a slick
laptop, or a satisfying burger and fries. The
most iconic brands elicit an emotional
connection - an aspiration, a sense of pride,
or a feeling of comfort. And that emotional
connection drives choice. Think of the SUV
market, for example. Most SUVs offer
similarly commoditized benefits like space,
comfort, technology, and performance. And
most of them are driven to office complexes,
grocery stores and school dropoffs. So why
do the ads take them into the wilderness
and along windy roads?
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There's nothing rational about that imagery;
most of us aren't likely to go off-roading
anytime, ever. But the promise of using our
SUVs for more than schlepping kids and
hauling groceries is a promise many of us
secretly can get behind. It's an aspiration for a
life of exploration - a vicarious adventure. It's
what makes an SUV feel cool, when a minivan
might be more practical. And we connect with
that aspirational identity, even if it's entirely
irrational. Certainly, building a standout
brand requires offering the right functional
benefits. But don't discount the role of
emotion and the emotional insights that lead
to brand legacy.
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“The most
iconic brands
elicit an
emotional
connection.”

OUR
BRAND
RESEARCH
TOOLKIT

MARKET/BRAND
(RE)POSITIONING
Establishing your place in the market

HOW TO KNOW IT'S
TIME FOR A
(RE)POSITIONING STUDY
You're launching (or re-launching)
a new brand, product, or service

WHAT IS IT:
A (re)positioning study examines
the current state of your brand or
product in the context of the
broader competitive landscape.
Where do you fit in, in the
marketplace? What do you stand
for? Why will people care? Those
foundational questions about
brand equity aren't just for new
brands either. When consumer
needs and lifestyles change
significantly, your brand’s
products or services may lose their
relevance.

WHY IT'S
IMPORTANT:
Establishes and differentiates
brands in the market context,
especially during an economic
transition or change in cultural
zeitgeist.

Your products / services feel
undifferentiated
(positioning is too vague or weak)

A change took place in the macro
environment (economic conditions,
technology, legislation, cultural
zeitgeist)

New or stronger competition has
entered the marketplace

The target market has evolved,
and your brand isn't as relevant as
it once was - what's your new
value proposition?

You find yourself thinking, "It's
time for a refresh."
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MARKET/BRAND
(RE)POSITIONING
OUR ANALYTICAL
FRAMEWORK
OPPORTUNITYSPACE ANALYSIS
Identify unconquered opportunity in
value proposition and brand promise
in the competitive landscape

UNIVERSALS VS.
DIFFERENTIATORS
Distinguish your table stakes from
your standout characteristics

KEY DRIVERS
ANALYSIS
Uncover why customers will
choose your brand/product

KEY PERCEPTIONS
AND GAP ANALYSIS
Highlight how consumers associate your
product/brand and unearth gaps
between the ideal position and existing
perceptions

TARGET AUDIENCE
PRIORITIES
Prioritize what matters to your
target segments - and identify
where your target segments might
need to evolve

EXAMPLE METHODS
Qualitative exploration of
marketplace and emerging
opportunities
Ideation Sessions - brand persona,
brand story, "what if" sessions
Survey with tradeoff exercises, key
drivers analysis, gap analysis, and/or
perceptual mapping
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BRAND EVOLUTION
During a recent research study we conducted in
partnership with InnovateMR, we asked consumers
what we thought was a pretty simple question: For
how long have you subscribed to the following list of
streaming services?
We noticed something curious in the results - a
majority of subscribers to newer services like
discovery+, HBO Max, and Paramount+ reported
subscribing to those services since....before they even
launched.
We started reading social media comments about these
streaming services, and what we unearthed is an
ecosystem of audience brand confusion. Consumers
have been deluged not just with new services, but
with new branding that uses legacy brand names. And
the result can range from confusion ("Don't I already
pay for this with cable?") to anger ("I already pay for
this, why do I have to pay twice?!").

For any legacy brand, a shift in the marketplace whether a zeitgeist shift propelled by an event like a
global pandemic, a cultural shift propelled by a
movement like Black Lives Matter, or a technological
shift propelled by the likes of AI - can quickly elevate
new brands and render a veteran brand outdated. And
legacy brand trackers can fail to address that shift,
precisely because they're measuring what used to be
important rather than what's becoming important.
Sometimes the answer lies in rebranding altogether;
think of About.com successfully rebranding to
.dotdash, for example. Other times, the evolution is an
expansion of a brand - think of WNYC, which went
from being a NYC-based broadcast radio brand in the
early 2000s to a top national podcast brand in the
2010s. Both made major investments over many years,
not only in market research, but in operational shifts
and brand strategy.
Is your organization ready to do the same?

Of course, the need to more rigorously evolve a brand
association isn't limited to the media industry.

POSITIONING A
NEW PRODUCT?
6 QUESTIONS TO BE ASKING:
1

WHAT IS THE VALUE PROPOSITION OF THIS NEW
PRODUCT, SERVICE, OR MEDIA PROPERTY?
Why are consumers going to care about what you have to offer? How can it deliver upon
unmet expectations? What are the need states of your target customer?

2

3

4

WHAT DOES YOUR CORE TARGET LIKE MOST ABOUT THIS?
What drives delight? What will encourage consumers not only to adopt, but evangelize
what you have to offer?

WHAT DOES THE BROADER TARGET LIKE?
Who will be your initial target? How will that change as you grow and evolve? As that
evolves, how will product priorities inherently change?

WHERE IS THE OVERLAP?
What's going to appeal to both the initial early adopter, and the broader target market as your
service or product footprint grows?

5

WHAT ARE THE "TABLE STAKES" REQUIREMENTS
FOR SUCCESS?
What MUST you offer, in order for consumers to be interested at all? What are their core
expectations?

6

HOW CAN YOU DIFFERENTIATE YOURSELF IN THE
COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE?
What aspects of your offering are delightful and important to consumers, while also different from
what's already available? Are you differentiated enough on dimensions consumers value, or too
commoditized? What are your most impactful and unique assets?
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CREATIVE
EVALUATION
Assessing the impact of marcom efforts

WHAT IS IT:
HOW TO KNOW IT'S
TIME FOR CREATIVE
EVALUATION

You might call it ad testing. Or copy
testing. Or screen testing. But creative
evaluation is not really a test - there's
no passing or failing, only diagnostic
insight. Creative evaluation allows you
to assess the impact of your marcom
materials - whether they're static,
multimedia, or interactive. How well
do materials catch attention? Are they
memorable? Does the content connect
emotionally? Do consumers take away
the intended message? Is their
attention being drawn to the most
important imagery and message?

You're launching a new product
(including a TV show or film) into
the marketplace

WHY IT'S
IMPORTANT:

Your target audience is growing;
new audiences and consumers
may react differently to marcom

Optimizes the impact of marketing
communication, before money is spent
on media buying

Your current communications are
beginning to feel stale and old - or
lack effectiveness

Assesses emotional engagement, which
leads to action and strengthens long
term memory
Identifies where imagery and
messaging can be improved to drive
greater clarity, memory, and persuasion

You're planning to launch a new
ad campaign
You're shifting the focus of where
you're running communications,
e.g. from TV to digital

Your marcom efforts are growing
increasingly cross-platform, and
you need to optimize messaging
across different platforms
An untested campaign failed to
resonate - or even backfired - in
the marketplace
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CREATIVE
EVALUATION
OUR ANALYTICAL
FRAMEWORK
ATTENTION AND BRAND
RECALL
Unaided and aided

MAIN MESSAGE RECALL,
CLARITY, AND TAKEAWAYS
MESSAGE CREDIBILITY
MESSAGE RESONANCE
MESSAGE PERSUASION

EXAMPLE
METHODS

Implicit and explicit

STORY IMPACT
Pacing, tone, and engagement

IMPACT ON
CONSIDERATION, INTENT
CREATIVE ALIGNMENT
WITH BRAND PILLARS
PERCEIVED BRAND
DIFFERENTIATION VS.
COMPETITIVE SET

In-depth interviews or focus groups
(online or offline) to review and discuss
creative reactions, with integrated
markup and implicit association
exercises
Monadic or random-ordered in-survey
exposure with integration of dial testing,
creative markup, clutter reel, and/or
implicit assessment (eye tracking, facial
encoding, time to response)
Moderated online forums to optimize
creative story and messaging
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GETTING
PERSUASIVELY
CREATIVE

Are you getting the
most value out of
your research
investments in
marketing
communications?

Tips for getting the most out of your creative investments
Ad campaigns can cost many millions of dollars - much more
than the research that goes into them! Here are our tips for
getting the most out of your research and advertising
investments.

1. Start your research early!
We generally recommend three phases of creative evaluation:
1) Pre-campaign: Qualitatively exploring broader campaign
concepts before campaign design even begins
2) Mid-design: Evaluating initial renderings of creative
executions based on the selected concept - storyboards,
copy/scripts, etc.
3) Pre-launch: Testing the final cut for fine tuning before
placing in media

2. Know your goal: are you aiming to
educate, inspire, or motivate people to
action?
It's important to understand that not all ads are intended
to immediately motivate. A general brand awareness
campaign can exist just to keep a brand top of mind, until
a consumer is ready to be motivated. (Think of cars, for
example.) In that case, you want to make sure your ads
are memorable - which requires being emotionally
resonant, a topic we discuss in #3. But some ads are more
intended to be end of funnel - to inspire people to action.
And there are a number of ways we can assess their
persuasiveness:
1) Examining the difference between the likeability of
an ad and the purchase consideration or intent that
follows. Is it likeable without being persuasive?
Persuasive in message, but a little boring and likely to be
overlooked in a live environment?
2) Comparing purchase drivers with creative attributes.
End of funnel creative evaluation should measure how
well consumers associate an ad with known key drivers
of purchase in that category. Do the attributes/messages
align with known purchase drivers? If not, prospects may
like your brand, but still not purchase or consume it.
3) Using implicit measures to that tap into response
commitment. We know that self-reported data can be
inflated at times - people intend to make purchases they
don't really get around to making. Implicit measures like
time to response can highlight how committed people are
to their intentions.

3. Make sure you capture
emotional resonance.
Emotion means memory - and without memory,
you're not going to be in the consideration set!
In qualitative research, emotional resonance can be
wonderfully evident - it manifests as a room full of
laughter, participants passionately talking over one
another (until we stop them!), or when something
really hits home, a stunned captive silence followed
by quiet "wow" responses. (Our favorite moment
was a smoking cessation campaign in which online
focus group participants were so moved, they began
crying and flushed their cigarettes down the toilet
during the sessions.) In quantitative research where
we can't observe that live, integrated tools such as
facial encoding can capture reactions like delight,
disgust, laughter, or boredom - reactions that tell us
if the content connects not just rationally, but
emotionally. When we integrate those tools, we
work with established software partners who offer
normative benchmarks and anti-bias calibration.
(This is particularly important in multicultural
research, as facial recognition has a known history
of being less accurate with darker complexions. We
prioritize partners who demonstrate attention to
anti-discrimination in data collection.)
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SPOKESPERSON
ALIGNMENT
Optimizing talent investments

WHAT IS IT:
Are you thinking of hiring a
spokesperson or celebrity to represent
your brand? If so, talent research helps
you understand the impact that
investment can have. We'll assess who
best fits your brand and why, the
likeability and the familiarity level of
different public figures, the credibility
they bring to your organization, and
how well your spokesperson candidates
resonate with your audience.

WHY IT'S
IMPORTANT:
Establishes audience and consumer
receptivity to talent before you make
large investments to cast and film
talent
Measures emotional engagement with
on-air brand talent
Identifies opportunities for
spokespeople to elevate your brand and
deliver new qualities like trust, humor,
or credibility

HOW TO KNOW IT'S
TIME FOR
SPOKESPERSON
ALIGNMENT
Your organization is casting for a
new ad campaign
You're trying to elevate certain
brand associations that a
spokesperson could embody
and/or help reinforce
You're considering from a pool of
spokesperson alternatives and
want to understand what
qualities each could bring to your
brand

Who can elevate
trust and interest
in your brand?
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SPOKESPERSON
ALIGNMENT

OUR ANALYTICAL
FRAMEWORK
TALENT FAMILIARITY
AND LIKEABILITY
TALENT ASSOCIATIONS:
PERSONALITY, TONE,
QUALITIES

GAP ANALYSIS: BRAND
ASSETS VS. PERSONALITY
ASSETS

EXAMPLE
METHODS

TALENT FIT WITH
BRAND AND PRODUCT

TALENT POPULARITY
MOMENTUM
TALENT IMPACT ON
BRAND/BRAND IMPACT
ON TALENT

Online survey with optional
video/casting reel integration
Online or in-person focus groups
with video reel feedback
Social media and sentiment
analysis audit for celebrity talent
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BRAND HEALTH &
TRACKING
Assessing your brand health

WHAT IS IT:
Brand health studies take a deep dive into
how well consumers know your brand and
how prominent a role your brand plays in
their minds. They answer questions like:
Is your brand connecting? Is it delivering
on established brand pillars and living up
to brand values? Is your value proposition
remaining relevant? Are you
differentiated in the competitive
landscape? Do internal stakeholders
understand your brand's values and key
differentiators fully and consistently, such
that they can deliver highly effective
brand experiences to customers?

WHY IT'S IMPORTANT:
Gives you the ability to track changes (lifts or
decreases) over time - and address both
opportunities and challenges as they arise
Measures consumers' emotional engagement with
your brand
Establishes and measures strengths and areas of
improvement along the purchase funnel - from
awareness to consideration to purchase likelihood
to referral intent (e.g. NPS).
Places brand performance in competitive context
Evaluates the impact of different marketing
activities over time

HOW TO KNOW IT'S
TIME FOR BRAND
HEALTH & TRACKING
Your company's market share is
growing or declining significantly
You or your competitors are
offering new products and services
A new competitor has entered the
market
Your target audience is changing
Current branding and
communications are beginning to
feel stale and old or lack
effectiveness
You've made changes to your brand
strategy - or rebranded altogether
A material change takes place in
the context of your marketplace,
requiring new brand
considerations

Aligns your brand's values and differentiators
with marketing activities
RESEARCHNARRATIVE.COM

BRAND HEALTH &
TRACKING
OUR ANALYTICAL
FRAMEWORK
BRAND AWARENESS AND
RECALL
Unaided and aided

BRAND
OPPORTUNITIES AND
CATEGORY DRIVERS
Key drivers analysis

BRAND BENEFITS AND
ASSOCIATIONS Strengths vs. areas of improvement

BRAND TONE AND
PERSONALITY

EXAMPLE
METHODS

Identity and emotional resonance

BRAND VALUES AND
PILLARS
What consumers believe you stand for

COMPETITIVE
POSITIONING AND
DIFFERENTIATION
Universals, differentiators, and areas of
improvement

Qualitative exploration to source brand
opportunities and develop brand persona
Benchmark survey with templated questions for
quarterly, semi-annual, annual, or biannual
brand health tracking
Competitive landscape mapping with
correspondence analysis and perceptual maps to
visualize competitive threats and oppportunities
Trends analysis of internal analytics (e.g. search
term analysis, social media trending, etc.)
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BRAND LIFT STUDY
Evaluating the impact of media campaigns on your brand

WHAT IS IT:
A brand lift study assesses the impact
of a campaign that is live. Generally
speaking, this can be structured in one
of three ways:
1) Comparing a control group to an
exposed group
2) A pre-campaign vs. post-campaign
evaluation
3) An analytics impact audit - tracking
changes in digital analytics (e.g.
website traffic, sales, etc.) and aligning
that to media spend, timing, and
allocation

WHY IT'S
IMPORTANT:
Millions of dollars are spent on most
media campaigns. How can you ensure
that it's money well spent? And if it's
not - how can you course correct for
the future?

HOW TO KNOW IT'S
TIME FOR A BRAND
LIFT STUDY
A lot of money is being spent on
an ad campaign - and you want to
measure the impact of that
investment
You're aiming to understand
which platforms are driving the
greatest media impact
You're spending media dollars in
new ways - and want to make
sure that transition is working!
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BRAND LIFT STUDY

OUR ANALYTICAL
FRAMEWORK
BRAND AWARENESS AND
RECALL
Unaided and aided

CONSIDERATION AND
PURCHASE INTENT

MESSAGE RECALL
PRODUCT/SERVICE/
BRAND ASSOCIATIONS

TARGET SEGMENT
IMPACT/INCREMENTAL
CHANGE

ANALYTICS IMPACT
(E.G. CHANGES IN
SEARCH, TRAFFIC,
DOWNLOADS, VIEWS,
SALES)

EXAMPLE
METHODS
Online survey with control/exposed
evaluation (exposed group determined by
media consumption that aligns with media
plan)
Pre/Post survey of a specific target audience
(distinct pre/post groups to avoid
conditioning bias)
Weekly tracking study of brand awareness,
aligned to different media spend approaches
Digital analytics audit correlating spend
approaches with measurable analytics
outcomes
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INTERESTED IN OUR
BRAND SUITE?
CONTACT US.
Kerry Edelstein
President & Founder
kerry@researchnarrative.com
(310) 770-1137
researchnarrative.com

